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Battlelines drawn
Democratic challenger Joe Biden is leading US President Donald Trump in the national polls for what promises 
to be a heated Presidential Election on Nov 3. As of today, Mr Biden is favoured to claim at least 232 electoral 
votes while Mr Trump is on track to take 125. While this puts Mr Biden well on course for the magic number of 

270 electoral votes to seal victory, a win for the 77-year-old is far from certain. 
Four years ago, Hillary Clinton also had a clear lead over Mr Trump in the national 

polls, but still ended up losing in the Electoral College. A handful of wins in the 
eight swing states could well decide the outcome and the eventual winner in 

next week's election. According to the latest polls, Mr Biden is leading in Florida, 
Pennsylvania, Michigan, North Carolina, Arizona and Wisconsin, while Mr Trump 

is leading in Ohio and Iowa. BY CHUANG PECK MING  

� The Electoral College is born of a constitutional compromise for the president to be elected by 
citizens and Congress. It is a process that involves the election of the electors, the meeting of the 
electors to vote for the president and vice-president and Congress’ counting of the votes 

� When voters cast their ballots, their votes determine the Electoral College members who will elect 
the president on their behalf.

� The Electoral College has 538 electors. A majority of 270 electoral votes is required to elect the
president. Each state gets as many electors as it has members of Congress.  

� Choosing each state’s electors is a two-part process. First, the political parties in each state pick 

slates of potential electors before the election. Second, voters in each state select their state’s 
electors by casting their ballots 

� Each presidential candidate has his own group of electors – known as the slate – in each state. 
The slates are generally chosen by the candidate’s political party in each state 

� Most states have a “winner-take-all” rule that awards all electors to the presidential candidate who
wins the state’s popular vote.

� There are a number of battleground or swing states, where voters are split quite evenly between 
Republicans and Democrats. Traditional swing states include Florida, Arizona, Texas and Ohio
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National opinion polls
Based on RealClearPolitics data, which tracks 
average support received by a candidate across 
several national polls in a two-way race
between Democrat Joe Biden and Republican
Donald Trump. Figures as at Oct 25.
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Issues and face-off
Covid-19
Mr Trump has set up a task force which he 
says has now shifted to focus on “safety 
and opening up our country”. Mr Biden 
wants to set up a national contract-tracing 
programme, open at least 10 testing 
centres in every state and provide free 
testing to all

Economy
Mr Trump has promised to create 10 
million jobs in 10 months and create 1 
million new small businesses. Also cut 
income tax, give firms tax credits as 
incentives to keep jobs in the US. Mr Biden 
wants to raise taxes for high earners to 
pay for investment in public services and 
he supports increasing the minimum wage

Healthcare
Mr Trump wants to repeal the Affordable 
Care Act (ACA) which has increased 
government’s regulation of private health 
insurance. Mr Biden wants to protect and 
expand the ACA

Foreign Policy
Mr Trump wants to bring the troops home 
and he continues to challenge 
international alliances and maintain trade 
tariffs on China. Mr Biden has promised to 
repair relationships with US allies and do 
away with unilateral tariffs on China but 
hold it accountable with a global coalition 
that China “can’t afford to ignore”

*Climate Change
Mr Trump doesn’t believe in climate 
change and wants to expand 
non-renewable energy. Mr Biden says
he would immediately re-join the Paris 
climate agreement

1. The US Military will be dragged in to remove 
Mr Trump by force if he loses and refuses to leave 
office. The Pentagon says such an outcome is 
preposterous, but senior officers have 
acknowledged that they were talking among 
themselves about what to do if Mr Trump invokes 
the Insurrection Act and tries to send troops into 
the streets.

2. If Mr Biden is the clear winner, then it will be 
hard for Mr Trump to hang on to power and get 
inaugurated again in January. Mr Trump himself 
has suggested most recently that he would leave 
the US if he lost.

3. Most likely scenario is the two sides will argue
over who won. Mr Trump may claim victory and 
it’s likely then that the court and Congress would 

have to decide on the winner. With 
Republican-appointed judges outnumbering 
Democrats’, it would be a repeat of the George 
Bush-Al Gore stalemate, with the Republican 
candidate emerging as the winner ultimately.

4. When Mr Trump is ahead on election night, 
he may declare victory despite some votes 
having yet to be counted. If Mr Trump’s lead is 
narrowed or overtaken in the next few days, he 
may say he’s been cheated and go to court to 
stop the counting as his lead dwindles past 
election day. A deadlock may follow in 
Congress, sparking protests in the country. 
Trump invokes the Insurrection Act, deploying 
the military to protect his “victory”. The nation 
then finds itself in a full-blown crisis of 
succession from which there is no clear, 
peaceful exit.

What if Trump loses and refuses
to accept defeat?
President Donald Trump has claimed that the results of this year’s election may be rigged for a 
number of reasons, like mail-in ballots and their “tremendous” potential for fraud – and he has 
declined to commit to a peaceful transfer of power if he loses. A multiple of scenarios could unfold 
after election night, regardless of who wins:

The Electoral College
Every four years, debate revives over the efficacy, equality and even necessity of the Electoral College. Here’s how it works:  

Total Electoral votes: 538

Several states
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absentee ballots
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Republicans

Democrats

The candidate who gets most
popular votes in a given state
wins all the electoral college
votes for that state*

The political parties
nominate their candidates

*Except in Maine and Nebraska, which award electoral college votes on a partially proportional basis   Adapted from AFP
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